i o n s

Q2: Who is opposed to bike
infrastructure
in Colorado Springs and why?
Q3: How can the city design
less controversial bike
infrastructure?
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NOV. 2016: ‘Experience
Downtown’ plan
released, explicitly
calls for more bike
lanes

DEC. 2016: After
immense opposition,
the city closes the bike
lane on Research

2020- future: city plans
to keep laying bike
infrastructure,
extending the network
out of downtown

2013: Councilwoman
Jill Gaebler gets
elected to office, biking
is on her agenda

SEP. 2016: Bike lane
opposition group
‘Restore Research’
founded.

2017: City conducts a
traffic study in the Old
North End
Neighborhood

FEB 2019: local
newspaper holds
community forum:
"Battle of the Bike
Lanes"

2013: Safer CC, a group
in opposition to
narrowing Cascade
Avenue founded

SEP. 2016: City
implements bike lane
on major road
(Research Parkway)

2017:City lays bike
infrastructure
throughout the
downtown area to little
protest

AUG 2018: Cascade
bike lane completed

2015: Mayor John
Suthers takes officelobbied to include
biking in his agenda

JUN 2016: Opposition
group Restore our
Roads founded

NOV 2017: City releases
COS Bikes! a bike plan

JUL 2018: Lawsuit
dropped, construction
begins

MAR. 2016: City hires
first Senior Bike Planner

2018: City announces
plan to narrow
Cascade and place a
bike lane

MAY 2018: Safer CC
files a lawsuit against
the bike lane on
Cascade
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Q1: Why is the city
implementing bike
infrastructure?

t o r y
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1980s-Today:Colorado
College wants to
narrow/ close Cascade
Avenue which runs N-S
through the campus

2016: Colorado College
and the Old North End
create a traffic plan, it
calls to narrow all N-S
streets in the ONEN

s

Q1: The city is implementing bike infrastructure for two reasons. To both make the city a better place for current residents and to attract highly-mobile
young professionals who look for amenities when choosing a place to live. The latter represents the majority of framing and marketing around bike
infrastructure in Colorado Springs and is used by the mayoral administration and economic development groups. The former framing is used by bicycle
advocacy organizations and city planning documents, it is rarely, if ever, discussed by the mayor.
Q2: The people who hate bike lanes are a small number of long-term residents of Colorado Springs. There are four main stated reasons the opposition does
not support bike infrastructure: purported misuse of taxpayer dollars, perceived conspiracies between major political players in town, lack of avenues for
robust public participation, and vehement hatred of road dieting/narrowing. There is also an outsize focus on only 2 of the tens of bike lanes laid
throughout the city in the past 3 years.
Q3: The city should continue to lay bike infrastructure. During this recent uptick in bike infrastructure only 2 out of many bike lanes have been controversial.
For this reason, the city should put as much bike infrastructure into uncontroversial places as possible, making the last pieces easier to complete when a
clear system of lanes is evident. They are unlikely to get everyone on board but using public participation best practices to ensure all voices are being
represented will go a long way to this end.
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